Abstract
Introduction
With the growing networking technology, there are numerous e-applications that are evolving. These range from very simple game applications to corporate decision making applications like programmed trading, real time stocks, military, etc. In a collaborative environment, secure communication among group members plays a crucial role for a successful collaborative application [7] . It is usual to agree upon a set of communication specifications to determine the required security services among source-destination pairs before initiating information flow. Each member manifests its communication requirements in terms of communication policy 1 [10] . The communication requirements among all collaborative members may not be symmetric and the members may have different communication resource capabilities.
We draw an analogy between the secure communication policy specification and the Quality of Service (QoS) specification. The policies in QoS refer to the service level attributes like bandwidth, delay, jitter, etc. The secure communication policy specifications refer to the hardware and software implementations for a secure communication and thereby the communication strength. A secure communication specification includes the choice of communication speed, route constraints, QoS parameters, firewalls, passwords, communication medium (wireless/wired), cryptographic mechanisms, access control, remote/local domain, encryption strength, authentication, etc. For any communication route, the medium of communication also plays an important role besides QoS attributes. Wireless networks are more susceptible to attacks like interference from portable phones and weakening of signal strength than wired networks [20] . We define Quality of Protection (QoP) as a numerical value representing resistance to an attack on a communication path. Thus, communication route over those links providing better QoP is less vulnerable to intruder attacks.
There is some effort to measure QoP [2, 13] . In [2] , the collaboration-protocol profile and agreement specification describes a technique for mutually-acceptable quality of protection for exchanges between a service provider and a service consumer. Similarly, in military coalitions this is given as RPLAs. The authors in [13] give assurance measure in the form of Quality of Protection to constrain the information flow among the nodes to minimize risk.
Resolved Policy Level Agreement (RPLA) defined vertices. In our coalition system, resources for an Actn (action) may be asymmetric for a given pair of source and destination. We define the capability of each vertex v i as c(v i ) = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r k }, where r j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, is a resource capability at node v i , such as strength of encryption/access control mechanisms, battery power, bandwidth, trust, computational resources, and other node and link attributes. Node attributes are usually implementations, algorithms, or techniques for a particular security service, where as link attributes are the QoS properties such as speed, bandwidth, link type, etc.
Without loss of generality, throughout the paper, we take encryption as Actn and strength of encryption as Rsrcs. For example, as proposed in [5] , one could define the encryption metric based on encryption key length. The authors in [5] measure the degree of vulnerability (DoV), a value between zero and one, to denote a secure link or not depending on if the encrypted data sent over a link using a key is breakable or not for the next 30 years, defined as:
if key size used is < the suggested size 0.99 − 0.033 * Y Y = no. of years the key is unbreakable W P is DoV along entire path and W i corresponds to the i th node. The strength of encryption algorithms can also be compared based on the time, effort and human/machine resources needed to compromise an encryption algorithm for the same amount of data and key length [9, 12, 27] . The encryption metric is concave, i.e., it is upper bounded by the minimum over all the links in a path. The other routing parameters may also be categorized as multiplicative and union. We define a function strength associated with each resource r k as s(r k ) to return an integer representing strength of encryption resources . The common capability list between nodes v i and v j is given by c(
. For a path P in communication graph G containing a sequence of edges, QoP(P) = min {q(e) | e ∈ P}. QoP(P) is obtained as minimum value since it is a concave metric. For simplicity, no loops are considered in the network graph.
Limitations of earlier work:
The current state-of-theart confines the communication policy bindings to pairwise. In [14] , the authors obtain a communication mechanism based on the agreeable set of member policies from their initial pair-wise comparison. As the communication resources and the participants change in an ad-hoc manner, we need to effectively extend coalition policies. With current coalition communication schemes, the communication may halt if there is no common end-to-end communication scheme or the existing mechanisms disrupt. Related literature and comparison with our work is further presented in Section 5.
Contributions:
• We propose a novel graph representation for communication security policy.
• We enhance communication security among coalition members by introducing peer trusted intermediate nodes and extend the communication reach.
• We introduce Quality of Protection (QoP) as a routing parameter in secure communication.
• We give a heuristic algorithms to find an efficient communication route in network graph that maximizes the QoP using trusted set of intermediate nodes given as a hierarchy graph. It is common to have a hierarchical organization of certificate authorities, for example, therefore not all peers can be equal members as intermediaries.
• Our results on the proposed algorithms indicate an improvement in the average QoP value in the range of 13% to 48% without incurring significant overhead time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 expands the problem statement and gives a naive solution, Section 3 presents a graph based algorithm to enhance communication security among coalition members, Section 4 discusses the implementation and performance results, Section 5 gives related work, and Section 6 gives our conclusions.
Problem Statement
We aim to maximize QoP in a communication route where only trusted nodes serve as intermediary functional nodes for enhanced security. An active trusted intermediate node may additionally perform the requested security services like encryption, authorization, etc., if needed. Any non-trusted/inactive trust node serves only as a forwarding node without performing the security services. The active nodes and inactive nodes are useful in applications like certificate chain discovery, energy efficient communications, etc. There could be many variations to define trust on the intermediate nodes; all members in the network graph are equally trusted (complete peer-to-peer trust), numerical trust value computed using trust models [22] , proximity nodes, etc. We can extend the proximity idea to common ancestors of source and destination at different levels in trusted hierarchy graph and similarly to k-hop in a network graph.
The maximum QoP objective function gives the widest path of QoP, analogous to maximum bandwidth problem in QoS [17] . The widest path is usually computed for concave metrics that become bottleneck value over the entire path, such as bandwidth and QoP. The widest paths are optimal and can be found by choosing the best available optimization of a single criterion or a scalar function of many criteria [23] . The shortest widest paths are NP-hard as satisfying multiple criteria is proven to be NP-hard [4] . We therefore provide a heuristic solution for the QoP path computation problem. If we have multiple paths with maximum QoP value available for the same source-destination pair, we choose the one with shortest path among these. Shortest path is achieved when there is no other path that can yield a better optimization value by including fewer edges (nodes) than the claimed shortest path. Note that the objective function for a communication policy are specific to context in Actn and the associated rsrcs. For example, if an Actn in policy tuple is to minimize certificate discovery route, then we aim to find a route with resources that minimize certification path.
Assumptions: We make the following assumptions on the coalition system:
• We assume that the strength of various security services can be quantified by an integer. The quantification of security implementation algorithms is not currently prevalent but there are efforts underway. For example, an integer may be computed assuming that encryption algorithms are relatively comparable based on the time, effort and human/machine resources needed to compromise an encryption algorithm for the same amount of data and key length [9, 5, 12, 27] .
• We are willing to trade off cost and time overheads for secure routing. Such trade offs are practical for most non real-time applications involving sensitive data streaming and users willing to pay for security.
• Coalition members have a peer trust to achieve the common goal. Coalition members are willing to serve as intermediary members on a communication route from source to destination. A set-based solution: A naive solution for the QoP path computation problem is to prune all sourcedestination pairs along the communication sequentially. Applying set algebra with the 4-tuple set notation (source, destination, Rsrcs, Actn), we can obtain maximum QoP computation for a single source and single destination.The idea of set algebra springs from the policy algebra proposed in [26] , which is a collection of operators to combine different access control policies, and a collection of propositions to model conditionals.
In this approach, we assume that all members have a peer-to-peer trust approach and Rsrcs(i) denote the resource set available at vertex i. The non-empty intersection of Rsrcs for an Actn between different set pairs gives the common resource set available for a given source-destination pair. As QoP is a concave parameter, we take the minimum among the union of all common resources (obtained by intersections) along the path from every source to destination to obtain the maximum QoP value in the coalition. The operations of unions and intersections are done recursively for all source and destination pairs to identify the best set of intermediate nodes, leading to an exhaustive computation. This approach gives rise to overlapping sub-problems for each source-destination pair. The sub-problem solutions can be retained and used for maximum QoP computation for a coalition. This makes us believe dynamic programming technique can be very effective for the maximum QoP path computation and reduce the exponential complexity.
Graph Approach to the Problem
The overlapping sub-problems in the aforementioned set approach suggest dynamic programming on a graph as an efficient solution. The sub-problems identified in set approach show the existence of recursive relationship to define the optimal decision for iteration i, given that iteration i-1 has already been solved.
Communication Network Graph
The problem for the graph approach can be formally stated as:
Input: Given network graph G and hierarchy graph H with communication resource strengths associated on the edges between vertices of graph G. H defines the trust among members; the members high in the hierarchy are trusted more and assumed to have more efficient resources.
Output: The list of vertices in the best (suboptimal) QoP path for all source -destination pairs.
The intermediate vertices in QoP path should be trusted to maintain the security and integrity of coalition. In this paper, trust is defined from the administrative hierarchical relationship with respect to both source and destination, given as hierarchy graph H. This follows that a member in lower hierarchy (M l ) obeys a member in higher hierarchy (M h ) by the rule of hierarchy (say administrative hierarchy) [3] . 
If hierarchy graph H and communication graph G have the same vertex set, and E(H) ⊆ E(G), the QoP path from source to destination in G can be obtained as the path in hierarchy H. If H has a subset of vertex and edge sets of G, some pre-processing is done to ensure the inclusion of only trusted intermediate nodes. We expand details of pre-processing in Section 3.2.
Formalizing the Solution
The communication can be targeted from any source to any destination in the coalition. Any such path can be categorized as an all-to-all path. Floyd-Warshall algorithm employs dynamic programming technique and computes allto-all path. We employ Floyd-Warshall's algorithm as the basis of our heuristic solution to compute maximum QoP path, with an additional pre-processing step that finds the set of trusted intermediate nodes. A straight forward dynamic programming approach is not valid since the order in which vertices connect differ in H and G and may not guarantee valid sub instances as is, without any pre-processing. We need an additional step to make sure all the sub-instances computed are valid in the next iteration. We retain only those edges that are reachable through trusted members as defined by H and apply heuristics only on such edges (other edges are not trusted even for routing). We refer to this version of algorithm as 'secure routing.' For applications such as digital certificates for authentication services, all edges may be trusted for routing and only some nodes are trusted for certificate issues and checks. In such applications, we can extend the connectivity using non-trusted nodes. We refer to this version of algorithm as 'secure computing. ' As shown in Figure 1 , for source (3) and destination (7) and only common ancestors to trust, 1 and 4 are the only possible intermediaries. However to compute possible intermediate path 3-4-7, we again follow common ancestor approach on each path segment. For example a path between node 3 and node 4 has many possibilities: 3-7-1-4, 3-2-5-4, etc. Since 3 and 4 can trust only 1 as an intermediary (from H),we cannot choose any path other than 3-1-4 for a trusted secure communication. The graph H in Figure  1 is taken as binary tree only to keep the discussion simple. In reality, H can be of any hierarchical structure and does not affect our proposed Algorithm BestQoPPaths. The experimental results are presented in Section 4.
The algorithm to compute QoP in undirected network graph G is presented in Algorithm BestQoPPaths. The algorithm is done in two phases. In Phase I, trusted nodes can be computed for all source-destination pairs as part of preprocessing using a modified post-order traversal of H and stored in a boolean matrix T. The 
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Phase II: Maximum QoP in Undirected graph and using Common Ancestors as intermediaries
end for end for end for return Q n Algorithm BestQoPPaths can be easily modified to compute maximum QoP path for an undirected graph when all the neighboring nodes in network graph G can be trusted, referred as p2p path in our subsequent discussion. This trust criterion avoids the pre-processing step and is simply equivalent to either initializing T K i j = 1 for all k or ignoring the if condition (if T k i, j is 1) in Algorithm BestQoPPaths when computing QoP in Phase II.
Time complexity analysis: The time complexity to embed group (of size n) policy tuple specification into a graph structure for n 2 pairs is O(n 2 ) . The actual QoP computation is done based on Floyd-Warshall's shortest path algorithm whose time complexity is O(n 3 ). The algorithm is applicable for small and medium groups and may not be very well scalable for large group. The complexity may be further reduced by limiting the number of hops that are computed by either comparing to a user defined satisfaction level or until no further change is seen in further iterations. One can extend the idea to distributed algorithms (online) by making each node independently to be able to compute its own 'quality path. ' The proposed algorithm can handle computations for any coalition change. An addition to existing coalition is implicit by the nature of algorithm, while for deletion a deleted list can be maintained for efficiency. We consider current path through intermediaries, only if the intermediate node is not in deleted list. If there is a permanent deletion, we recompute only the affected nodes. The root node does not become the bottle neck because the communication quality offered is different at various tree levels.
The correctness of Algorithm BestQoPPaths can be proved based on the correctness of Floyd-Warshall's algorithm. Due to space constraints we omit the discussion on the algorithm proofs. Interested readers may refer to [16] for detailed discussion on the proofs.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm using SSFNet In Any H node, a trusted intermediate node is any node higher up in the hierarchy graph, which is randomly generated as part of the input to Algorithm BestQoPPaths. Any nodes higher up in the administrative hierarchy graph H can be trusted in this case. In CA H node, a trusted intermediate node is a common ancestor of source and destination in the hierarchy graph. CA H node is the most restricted form of trust and allows fewer nodes to be included as intermediate nodes by definition when compared to the other two trust mechanisms. A trust matrix is defined for each pair of nodes to hold all of its hierarchical or common ancestors as trusted nodes depending on the algorithm scenario. The hierarchy tree is scanned to fill the entries in parent matrix by a modified in-order traversal.
The simulation framework allowed us to generate realistic graph topologies, to execute QoP algorithms (compiled in), and is currently being also employed to study network traffic performance based on QoP paths. We are also extending the current algorithms with distributed/online versions, for which simulator is ideally suitable. 
Experimental Set Up
In order to generate fair results, we use the BRITE topology generator [18] with the same parameters for the algorithms. N nodes are randomly distributed on a 2-dimensional plane using the Waxman model [25] . The value of the Waxman-specific parameters, α and β were set to 0.15 and 0.2 respectively. We generate QoP values for each edge (in the normalized range 1-10) to represent quality on each edge. The links among all routers are all 10 Mb, while the links connecting routers to end hosts are all 1Mb in capacity. We use SSFNet tools for simulating in detail the structure of realistic networks. In our case, the network is simulated as a single OSPF area. The average time gap between the successive requests is 2 seconds.
We evaluate the average percentage improvement in QoP. This metric refers to the average improvement in the QoP (weight) value obtained from the algorithms over the average initial QoP for all pairs of nodes. The given results are evaluated for 'secure routing' scenario, wherein only trusted nodes are employed in routing.
Results
In Figure 2 , we show the overall percentage improvement in QoP value obtained for all three different scenarios based on varying number of nodes. Note that the p2p path percentage improvement in QoP is the optimum value as it trusts all the intermediate nodes. However, in the other two variations -Any hierarchy node (Any H node) and any common ancestor node (CA H node), performance depends on the position of source-destination pair in the hierarchy graph. Any H node has higher percentage improvement in QoP than CA H node as there is a larger user set with better resource capabilities. The p2p path results do not depend on the hierarchy graph at all. Notice that a possible increase in QoP also depends on the placement of hierarchical nodes as adjacent nodes in the original graph. The hierarchy graph H referred in Figure 2 is a spanning tree obtained from the subgraph of initial graph G with 90% edge density. It is noted that for hierarchy graphs generated with lower edge densities from original graph, the percentage improvement in QoP is lower. This is because of fewer possible paths due to increased restriction on intermediate nodes. Our preliminary results for 'secure computing' show that there is increase in percentage improvement for p2p path in QoP (around 2% -8%) when compared to 'secure routing' for the same set of data as in Figure 2 due to inclusion of optimal sub solutions from extended connectivity.
We also measure the topology creation time, system execution time spent by SSFNet in creating the global topology of the network graph including link status announcements, link state database, and the routing tables. This measure represents the system overhead time spent in creating the topology of the network (compile time measure). Hence, it is appropriate to report the system configuration. We ran the experiments for the three scenarios on the same 2.0 GHz Intel Pentium M processor with 786 MB memory and one hard disk with 7200 rpm running Windows XP operating system. The topology execution time ranges for all three variations of algorithms from 0.5-6 seconds for nodes in range 10-1000. There is no significant time difference as building and accessing data structure for trust matrix is the only different operation between p2p and Any H node and CA H node.
Related Work
The related work spans into areas of routing, peer nodes for security services, and communication policies.
Routing: Maximum QoP path problem is analogous to maximum bandwidth problem in QoS routing, referred to as widest path. The maximum QoP is computed at an application level. Traditionally, the QoS solution to widest path (maximum bandwidth) is the shortest path algorithms obtained as spanning tree between source and destination pairs [19] . In QoS, routing subject to multiple constraints is NP-complete. Our QoP computation finds the maximum QoP based on a dynamic programming approach subject to trust. The solution required the survey of many shortest path routing algorithms [6] , and QoS-routing algorithms. In [17] , authors propose a maximum bandwidth path based on Kruskal's minimum weighted spanning trees. The output path obtained from our proposed algorithm corresponds to the best optimization of the objective function available at that instance.
Peers for security services: The idea of using peer nodes for security services is applied for the certificate chain discovery for authentication purposes [15] . The authors in [15] represent each certificate authority certificate with a coded certificate path label and design an algorithm to speed up the process of certificate path discovery in an infrastructure-less environment with the aid of other nodes. We formulate the problem in general to address other security services and detail on the encryption service in the paper.
Communication policies:
The appropriate policy specification for communication depends on kind and size of collaborative group. In [14] , the member policies are applied to negotiate security policy for communications within coalitions. Multidimensional Security Management and Enforcement (MSME) binds the abstract requirements from policies to the service mechanisms which can be enforced at different levels of the TCP/IP stack. For example, suppose that there is a defined service 'enc' for encryption, specified in the abstract form as (enc, type, key length), where 'type' is one of 'symmetric block', 'symmetric stream' or 'public key', and key length specifies a minimum key length in bits. The encryption part of its rule actions takes the form (cipher type, length), where cipher type is the name of an encryption algorithm and length is a key length in bits specified either as an exact number or as a range [a-b]. In our approach, we extend the pair-wise communication to all-to-all pairs, expanding communication network beyond pair-wise intersections. Our communication policy representation is embedded into a graph representation.
